The Unemployed

Not since the exhausting machinery of the Great War has the economic mood of production for three years been so repressed, and the consequent unemployment, unemployment, unemployment has had no parallel in the history of the world. The work of the unemployed is a great and pressing problem, and it is only when we take account of the work of unemployment and the depression that we can consider the situation as anything but deplorable.

THE ARMED FORCES

The armed forces of the United States are in a condition to meet any emergency.

The Army is equipped with the most modern equipment, and the Air Force is ready at a moment's notice.

The Navy is fully equipped with modern ships and planes.

The Marines are trained and ready for action.

The coast guard is equipped with modern vessels and planes.

The National Guard is trained and equipped.

The Reserve forces are ready for action.

The total strength of the armed forces of the United States is approximately 2.5 million men.
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